The transverse momentum distributions of the strange and double-strange hyperon resonances ( (1385) ± , (1530) 0 ) produced in p-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV were measured in the rapidity range −0.5 < y CMS < 0 for event classes corresponding to different charged-particle multiplicity densities, dN ch /dη lab . The mean transverse momentum values are presented as a function of dN ch /dη lab , as well as a function of the particle masses and compared with previous results on hyperon production. The integrated yield ratios of excited to ground-state hyperons are constant as a function of dN ch /dη lab . The equivalent ratios to pions exhibit an increase with dN ch /dη lab , depending on their strangeness content.
Introduction
Hadrons containing one or more strange quarks have been studied extensively over past decades in connection with the study of quark-gluon plasma [1, 2] . Enhanced hyperon yields were observed in heavy-ion collisions with respect to those measured in proton-proton (pp) collisions at the same centreof-mass energy [3] [4] [5] [6] . These enhancements were found to be consistent with those expected from thermal statistical model calculations using a grand canonical ensemble [7] . The canonical [8, 9] approach is suggested to explain the relatively suppressed multi-strange baryon yields in smaller collision systems such as pp, proton-nucleus (p-Pb) and peripheral heavy-ion collisions [10] .
Short-lived resonances, such as K * 0 and (1385) ± , can be used in heavy-ion collisions to study the hadronic medium between chemical and kinetic freeze-out [11] . Chemical and kinetic freeze-out define the points in time, respectively, when hadron abundances and the momenta of particles stop changing. Decay products of resonances are subject to rescattering processes and emerge after kinetic decoupling with little memory of the source. Regeneration processes, conversely, increase the resonance yield [12] . If re-scattering e-mail: alice-publications@cern.ch processes are dominant over regeneration processes, the measured yield of resonances is expected to be reduced. Moreover, the longer the time between chemical and kinetic freezeout, the greater the expected reduction. Recently, the ALICE collaboration reported results on K * 0 , φ, − and − in pp and p-Pb collisions [10, 13, 14] in addition to Pb-Pb data [6, 15] . The evolution of the mean transverse momenta ( p T ) of mesons and multi-strange baryons were presented as a function of charged-particle multiplicity and particle mass. The observed decrease of the resonance to ground-state ratio K * 0 /K − has been suggested as an indication of re-scattering processes in the hadronic medium, as first observed in Pb-Pb collisions [15] . This paper reports on the hyperon resonances (1385) ± (cτ = 5.48 fm, uus or dds [16] ) and (1530) 0 (cτ = 22 fm, uss [16] ), measured in p-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV. The corresponding results for pp collisions have been previously published in [17] . The results presented in this paper complement the p-Pb results given in [10, 14] . The measured p T spectra, yields and mean transverse momenta are presented for different multiplicity classes. Yield ratios of excited to ground-state hyperons are studied as a function of event multiplicity and compared with model predictions [7, [18] [19] [20] . Considering the similar lifetimes of (1385) ± and K * 0 , a decrease of the (1385) ± / ratio, consistent with the decrease observed for the K * 0 /K − ratio, is expected for increasing system sizes. Hyperon to pion ratios are also presented and compared to the results for groundstate hyperons with the same strangeness contents. In this paper, the short notations * ± and * 0 are adopted for (1385) ± and (1530) 0 . Moreover, the notations * ± and * 0 include the respective anti-particles, namely * ± includes * + , * − , and their anti-particles, while * 0 means * 0 and * 0 , unless otherwise indicated.
Experimental setup and event selection
A description of the ALICE detector and of its performance during the LHC Run 1 (2010-2013) can be found in [21, 22] . The data sample analysed in this paper was recorded during the LHC p-Pb run at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV in 2013. Due to the asymmetric energies of the proton (4 TeV) and lead ion (1.57 A TeV) beams, the centre-of-mass system in the nucleon-nucleon frame is shifted in rapidity by y NN = 0.465 towards the direction of the proton beam with respect to the laboratory frame of the ALICE detector [14] . For the analysed p-Pb data set, the direction of the proton beam was towards the ALICE muon spectrometer, the so-called "C" side, standing for negative rapidities; conversely, the Pb beam circulated towards positive rapidities, labelled as "A" side in the following. The analysis in this paper was carried out at midrapidity, in the rapidity window −0.5 < y CMS < 0.
The minimum-bias trigger during the p-Pb run was configured to select events by requiring a logical OR of signals in V0A and V0C [22] , two arrays of 32 scintillator detectors covering the full azimuthal angle in the pseudorapidity regions 2.8 < η lab < 5.1 and −3.7 < η lab < −1.7, respectively [23] . In the data analysis it was required to have a coincidence of signals in both V0A and V0C in order to reduce the contamination from single-diffractive and electromagnetic interactions. This left only non-single diffractive (NSD) events, which amount for a total of 100 million events, in the minimum-bias (MB) sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 50 µb −1 .
The combined V0A and V0C information discriminates beam-beam interactions from background collisions in the interaction region. Further background suppression was applied in the offline analysis using time information from two neutron zero degree calorimeters (ZDC) [22] , as in previous p-Pb analyses [24] . Pile-up events due to more than one collision in the region of beam interaction were excluded by using the silicon pixel detector (SPD) in the inner tracking system (ITS) [22] . The primary vertex (PV) is determined by tracks reconstructed in the ITS and time projection chamber (TPC), and track segments in the SPD [22, 23] . MB events are selected when the PV is positioned along the beam axis within ±10 cm from the centre of the ALICE detector.
The MB events were divided into several multiplicity classes according to the accumulated charge in the forward V0A detector [25] . The * ± resonances are reconstructed in the multiplicity classes 0-20, 20-60, and 60-100%, whereas the * 0 analysis is carried out in four classes, namely 0-20, 20-40, 40-60 and 60-100%. To each multiplicity class corresponds a mean charged-particle multiplicity ( dN ch /dη lab ), measured at midrapidity (|η lab | < 0.5), as shown in Table 1 . Table 2 summarizes the relevant information on the measured hyperon resonances, namely the decay modes used in this analysis and their branching ratios. In the case of * ± , all states * + , * − , * − and * + were separately analysed, while the * 0 analysis always includes the chargeconjugated anti-particle, * 0 due to the limited statistics of the dataset. In comparison with the * ± and * 0 analysis carried out in pp collisions at √ s = 7 TeV [17] , track and topological selections were revised and adapted to the p-Pb dataset; this is notably the case for * 0 . Pions from strong decays of both * ± and * 0 were selected according to the criteria for primary tracks. As summarized in Table 3 , all charged tracks were selected with p T > 0.15 GeV/c and |η lab | < 0.8, as described in Ref. [22] . The primary tracks were chosen with the distance of closest approach (DCA) to PV of less than 2 cm along the longitudinal direction (DCA z ) and lower than 7σ r in the transverse plane (DCA r ), where σ r is the resolution of DCA r . The σ r is strongly p T -dependent and lower than 100 µm for p T > 0.5 GeV/c [22] . To ensure a good track reconstruction quality, candidate tracks were required to have at least one hit in one of the two innermost layers 
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Track and topological selections
(SPD) of the ITS and to have at least 70 reconstructed points in the TPC, out of a maximum of 159. The particle identification (PID) criteria for all decay daughters are based on the requirement that the specific energy loss (dE/dx) is measured in the TPC within three standard deviations (σ TPC ) from the expected value (dE/dx exp ), computed using a Bethe-Bloch parametrization [22] . Since pions and protons from weak decay of (cτ = 7.89 cm [16] ) and pions from weak decay of − (cτ = 4.91 cm [16] ) are produced away from the PV, specific topological and track selection criteria, as summarized in Table 4 , were applied [10, 17, 26] .
In the analysis of * ± , secondary π and p from decays were selected with a DCA between the two tracks of less than 1.6 cm and with a DCA r to the PV greater than 0.05 cm, to remove most primary tracks. For * − and * + , the DCA of to the PV must be smaller than 0.3 cm in order to remove most of the primary weaklydecaying (1321) − and (1321) + , which share the same decay channel. The invariant mass (M pπ ) was selected within ± 10 MeV/c 2 of the particle data group (PDG) value (m = 1115.683 ± 0.006 MeV/c 2 ) [16] , the cosine of the pointing angle θ (the angle between the sum of daughter momenta and the line that connects the PV and the decay vertex, as shown in Fig. 1 ) was requested to be greater than 0.99, and the radius of the fiducial volume r ( ) (the distance between the PV and the decay vertex) was requested to be between 1.4 and 100 cm. Fig. 2 (Left) the π + invariant mass distribution (same-event pairs) in 2.0 < p T < 2.5 GeV/c and for the multiplicity class 20-60%. The background shape, using pairs from different events (mixed-event background), is normalised to the counts in 1.9 < M π < 2.0 GeV/c 2 .
(Right) the invariant mass distribution after subtraction of the mixedevent background. The solid curve represents the combined fit, while the dashed line describes the residual background 
Residual background Combined fit In the analysis of * 0 , and π from − were selected with a DCA of less than 1.9 cm and with a DCA r to the PV greater than 0.015 cm. The daughter particles (π and p) were required to have a DCA r to the PV greater than 0.06 cm, while the DCA between the two particles was required to be less than 1.4 cm. Cuts on the invariant mass, the cosine of the pointing angle (θ , θ ) and the radius of the fiducial volume (r ( ), r ( )) in Table 4 were applied to optimize the balance of purity and efficiency of each particle sample.
Signal extraction
The * ± and * 0 signals were reconstructed by invariantmass analysis of candidates for the decay products in each transverse momentum interval of the resonance particle, and for each multiplicity class. Examples of invariant-mass distributions are presented in the left panels of Figs. 2 and 3 for * + → π + and * 0 ( * 0 ) → − π + ( + π − ), respectively. 1 Since the resonance decay products originate from a position which is indistinguishable from the PV, a significant combinatorial background is present. These background distributions were determined by means of a mixed-event technique, by combining uncorrelated decay products from 5 and 20 different events in the * ± and * 0 analyses, respectively. In order to minimise distortions due to different acceptances and to ensure a similar event structure, only tracks from events with similar vertex positions z (| z| < 1 cm) and track multiplicities n (| n| < 10) were taken.
For * ± , the mixed-event background distributions were normalised to a p T -dependent invariant mass region where the mixed-event background and the invariant mass dis- 1 Similarly to what has been observed in the pp analysis [17] , the dis- tribution have similar slopes, as shown in Fig. 2 (left). These p T -dependent invariant mass regions range from 1.5 < M π < 2.0 GeV/c 2 , for the lowest p T bin, to 1.95 < M π < 2.0 GeV/c 2 , for the highest p T bin. More details on the normalisation procedure are provided in Ref. [17] . The contribution of the normalisation to the systematic uncertainty was estimated by selecting different normalisation regions and accounts for less than 1%. For * 0 , the mixed-event background distributions were normalised to two fixed regions, 1.49 < M π < 1.51 GeV/c 2 and 1.56< M π < 1.58 GeV/c 2 , around the * 0 mass peak ( Fig. 3 (left) ). These regions were used for all p T intervals and multiplicity classes, because the background shape is reasonably well reproduced in these regions and the invariantmass resolution of the reconstructed peaks appears stable, independently of p T . The uncertainty on the normalisation was estimated by varying the normalisation regions and is included in the quoted systematic uncertainty for the signal extraction (Table 5) .
For * ± , a combined fit of a second-order polynomial for the residual background description and a BreitWigner function with a width fixed to the PDG values [16] for the signal were used in the invariant-mass range of 1.28 < M π < 1.55 GeV/c 2 . The detector resolution (∼1 MeV/c 2 ) is much lower than the * ± width and was therefore neglected. In the right panel of Fig. 2 , the solid and dashed lines show the result of the combined fit and the residual background, respectively. Alternative fit ranges were taken into account in the estimation of the systematic uncertainty. A linear and a cubic parametrization for the residual background were used to study the systematic uncertainty related to the signal extraction.
For * 0 , a combined fit of a first-order polynomial for the residual background and a Voigtian function (a convolution of a Breit-Wigner and a Gaussian function accounting for the detector resolution) for the signal was used, as described in Ref. [17] .
The raw yields N RAW were obtained by integrating the signal function from the combined fit. For * ± , the integration of the Breit-Wigner function was carried out in the invariant mass range between 1.28 and 1.56 GeV/c 2 . For * 0 , the integration of the Voigtian function was done in the mass region between 1.48 and 1.59 GeV/c 2 . In both cases, corrections for the tails outside the integration region were applied. The statistical uncertainties on the raw yields range between 5 and 15% for * ± and 2-6% for * 0 , respectively.
Corrections and normalisation
The raw yields were corrected for the geometrical acceptance and the reconstruction efficiency (A × ε) of the detector (Fig. 4) and by branching ratios (total B.R. in Table 2 ). By using the DPMJET 3.05 event generator [19] Fig. 4 The geometrical acceptance and the reconstruction efficiency (A × ε) for * + and * 0 in −0.5 < y CMS MC < 0 for minimum-bias events, obtained with DPMJET 3.05 [19] and GEANT 3.1 [27] . Only statistical uncertainties are shown GEANT 3.21 package [27], a sample of about 100 million p-Pb events was simulated and reconstructed in order to compute the corrections. The distributions of A×ε were obtained from the ratio between the number of reconstructed hyperons ( * ± or * 0 ) and the number of generated hyperons in the same p T and rapidity interval. Inefficiencies in the vertex reconstruction have a negligible effect for all multiplicity classes except 60-100%, where a correction factor of 1.03 has to be applied to the raw yields.
The product A× for MB events is shown in Fig. 4 for * + and * 0 . Since the correction factors for different multiplicity classes are in agreement with those from MB events within statistical uncertainty, the latter were used for all multiplicity classes. For * + and * − , the correction factors were the same. In the case of * + and * − , correction factors were around 10% higher at low p T , as expected due to the different interaction cross sections of proton and antiprotons in the detector's material [28] . Finally, the yields were normalised to the number of events analysed in each multiplicity class, as defined in Table 1 . The MB spectra were instead normalised to the number of NSD events after applying the correction factors for trigger efficiency and event selection, primary vertex reconstruction and selection, resulting in a total scaling factor of 0.964 [14] .
Systematic uncertainties
Systematic effects due to the global tracking efficiency, track and topological selection cuts, PID, mass window selection ( ± ), vertex selection, signal extraction and uncertainties on the knowledge of the material budget and branching ratio were studied for each p T interval and multiplicity class by comparing different choices of selection criteria. The results are summarized in Table 5 . Each source of systematic effects was first requested to pass a consistency check, testing whether a change in selection criteria prevents statistically significant differences in the reconstructed yields [29] . If the source failed the consistency check, the deviation between the default yield and the alternative one obtained by varying the selection was taken as systematic uncertainty. Sources which did not provide statistically significant differences are not listed in Table 5 (e.g. invariant mass window). The uncertainty for the * ± yield is taken as the average of the uncertainties for * + , * − , * − , and * + . For * ± , the main contribution to the total systematic uncertainty originates from the signal extraction, while for * 0 the main contribution is from the PID. The signal extraction includes variations of the background normalisation region, choice of the integration interval of the raw yield determination and, in the case of * ± , order of the polynomial for describing the residual background. Also, an alternative method, which integrates the signal distribution by summing the bin contents, provides negligible differences. Table 5 reports the minimum and maximum of the systematic uncertainty from each source. The systematic uncertainty in each p T interval is obtained as the quadratic sum of all contributions, except the p T -independent uncertainties, which affect only the normalisation (see Sect. 4.1). The uncertainties which are dependent on multiplicity and uncorrelated across different multiplicity bins were treated separately. Topological selections, signal extraction and PID give the dominant contributions to the uncertainties uncorrelated across multiplicity. These uncertainties were estimated to be within 3% (5%), which represents a fraction of 35% (50%) of the total systematic uncertainty for * ± ( * 0 ).
Results and discussion
Transverse momentum spectra
The transverse momentum spectra of * + and * 0 in the rapidity range −0.5 < y CMS < 0 are shown in 
where N evt is the number of events, m 0 is the mass of the particle, and n, C and the integrated yield dN /dy are free parameters for the fit. This function was successfully used to describe most of the identified particle spectra in pp collisions [14, 17, 26] . The values of dN /dy and p T shown in Table 6 were calculated by using the experimental spectrum in the measured p T -range and the Lévy-Tsallis fit function outside of the measured p T -range. The contribution from the low-p T extrapolation to the total dN /dy is 36-47% (20-29%) for * + ( * 0 ) moving from low to high multiplicity, while the one from the high-p T extrapolation is negligible. The systematic uncertainties on dN /dy and p T presented in Table 6 were estimated by repeating the Lévy-Tsallis fit moving randomly (with a Gaussian distribution) the measured points within their p T -dependent systematic uncertainties. The p Tindependent uncertainties were further added in quadrature to the systematic uncertainties on dN /dy. Alternative functional forms, such as Boltzmann-Gibbs Blast-Wave [31,32], m T -exponential [32,33], Boltzmann and Bose-Einstein fit functions were used for both particles to evaluate the systematic uncertainties on the low-p T extrapolation. The maximum difference between the results obtained with the various fit functions was taken as the uncertainty. These systematic uncertainties, which vary between 5 and 10%, were added in quadrature to the uncertainties for the Lévy-Tsallis fit. The values for * ± in Table 6 were obtained by averaging those for * + , * − , * − and * + to reduce the statistical uncertainties. Figure 6 shows the mean transverse momentum p T as a function of mean charged-particle multiplicity density dN ch /dη lab at midrapidity. The results for * ± and * 0 are compared with those for other hyperons observed in p-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV [10, 24] . Increasing trends from low to high multiplicities are observed for all hyperons. For both * ± and * 0 , the mean transverse momenta increase by 20% as the mean chargedparticle multiplicity increases from 7.1 to 35.6. This result is similar to the one obtained for the other hyperons. Furthermore, a similar increase has been observed also for K ± , K 0 S , K * (892) 0 and φ [14] , whereas protons are subject to a larger (∼33%) increase in the given multiplicity range, as discussed also in Ref. [24] .
Mean transverse momenta
In all multiplicity classes, the p T follows an approximate mass ordering: Furthermore, for the light-flavour hadrons, the mean transverse momenta in p-Pb collisions are observed to be consistently higher than those in pp collisions at 7 TeV. The situation for the charm hadrons is different, where p T appears compatible between both colliding systems. The discrepancy is likely due to different production mechanisms for heavy and light flavours and to a harder fragmentation of charm quarks. Specifically, the fact that p T remains similar in pp and in p-Pb is consistent with (i) the fact that p-Pb collisions can be considered as a superposition of independent nucleon-nucleon collisions for what concerns D-meson production, as described in [34] , and/or (ii) with the effects of shadowing in p-Pb which reduces the production at low p T and thus increasing the overall p T for J /ψ [36]; the small p T hardening expected in pp when going from 5.02 to 7 TeV is apparently not enough to counter-balance the situation.
Because of small decrease of the p T for proton and relative to those for K * 0 and φ, two different trends for mesons and baryons have been suggested [38] . Even including D 0 and J /ψ, as shown in Fig. 7 , a different trend for mesons and baryons cannot be convincingly established.
Integrated particle ratios
The integrated yield ratios of excited to ground-state hyperons [10, 17, 24, 32, 37, 39] with the same strangeness content, for different collision systems and energies, are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of dN ch /dη lab . In both cases, the variation of the integrated yield ratio with mean multiplicity is within experimental uncertainties. In fact, the similar flat behaviour of * ± / and * 0 / − is remarkable, when considering their different lifetimes and other properties such as spin and mass.
The results are compared with model predictions, PYTHIA8 for pp at 7 TeV [20] and DPMJET for p-Pb at 5.02 TeV [19] collisions. The * ± / ratios are consistent with the values predicted by PYTHIA8 in pp collisions, whereas the DPMJET prediction for p-Pb collisions is lower than the experimental data. The measured * 0 / − ratios appear higher than the corresponding predictions for both systems. Note that the PYTHIA8 [20] and DPMJET [19] Fig. 9 will be discussed later.
The results are also compared to thermal model predictions [7, 18] . For small systems a canonical treatment is a priori required to take into account exact strangeness conservation [18] . This approach leads to a dependence on system size as can be seen in p-Pb collisions studying multi-strange hadrons [10] . For the chosen ratios, however, the canonical corrections are identical for numerator and denominator (same strangeness quantum number). Therefore, the grand canonical values are used in Fig. 8 for two models [7, 18] , which are marked at the asymptotic limit, corresponding to the mean charged-particle multiplicity in Pb-Pb [43] .
The constant behaviour of the yield ratios of excited to ground-state hyperons with same strangeness content indicates that neither regeneration nor re-scattering dominates with increasing collision system size, even for * ± , which has a shorter lifetime than * 0 by a factor of 4. It is especially interesting to consider the constant behaviour of * ± / ratio in contrast to the apparent decrease observed for K * 0 /K − ratio in the same dN ch /dη lab range [14] , in spite of the sim- The integrated yield ratios of excited hyperons to pions are shown in Fig. 9 to study the evolution of relative strangeness production yields with increasing collision system size. Considering the relatively small systematic uncertainties uncorrelated across multiplicity (shaded boxes), one observes increasing patterns by 40-60% relative to results in pp collisions at the same √ s NN , depending on the strangeness contents. These results are consistent with previous observations of ground-state hyperons to pion ratios measured at ALICE [10] . The constant behavior of the * ± / and * 0 / − ratios indicates that the strangeness enhancement observed in p-Pb collisions depends predominantly on the strangeness content, rather than on the hyperon mass. Results from low-energy collisions [32, 37, 42] show a similar pattern in spite of the narrower range accessible for mean chargedparticle multiplicity. In both cases, QCD-inspired predictions like PYTHIA for pp [20] and DPMJET for p-Pb [19] clearly underestimate the observed yield ratios, while the statistical one seems to be comparable with results from high multiplicity events.
Conclusions
Transverse momentum spectra of * ± and * 0 produced in p-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV have been measured, and the yields and mean p T values have been extracted with the help of Lévy-Tsallis fits. The mean p T of these hyperon resonances exhibit a similarly increasing pattern as other hyperons ( , − , − ), depending on mean multiplicity and following the approximate mass ordering observed for other particles despite of relatively large uncertainties. The integrated yield ratios of excited to ground-state hyperons, with the same strangeness content, show a flat behaviour over the whole mean multiplicity range. The * ± / ratio does not show a variation with collision energy, nor with increasing system size. The * 0 / − ratios are higher than predicted by event generators. Both ratios agree with thermal model values. The yield ratios relative to pions show a gradual increase with dN ch /dη lab . This rise is consistent with the results of ground-state hyperons produced in the same collision system, i.e. they show a gradual evolution with the system size depending only on the strangeness content.
The current measurement represents a relevant baseline for further investigation in Pb-Pb collisions. It will be especially valuable to compare the * ± / ratio with K * 0 /K − , since * ± and K * 0 have similar lifetimes. A complete set of such measurements for many resonances (ρ, K * 0 , φ, * ± , * , * 0 ) with different lifetimes will allow the properties of the hadronic phase to be studied in more detail. 
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